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Abstract
Observer-invariance is regarded as a minimum requirement for an appropriate definition and derived systematically
from a spacetime setting, where observer-invariance is a special case of a covariance principle and covered by Ricci-
calculus. The analysis is considered for tangential n-tensor fields on moving surfaces and provides formulations which
are applicable for computations. For various special cases, e.g., vector fields (n = 1) and symmetric and trace-less
tensor fields (n = 2) we compare material and convected derivatives and demonstrate the different underlying physics.
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1. Introduction
Observer-invariant time derivatives are inevitable for dealing with general equations of motion in an unsteady ma-
terial domain. They comprise not only specific rates of change independently of their observation, but also transport
mechanism reflecting a certain inertia in the considered quantity induced by material motions. We are mainly inter-
ested in observer-invariance w. r. t. a moving surface S, i. e. a 2-dimensional smooth orientable Riemannian manifold
embedded in the Euclidean space R3. Equations of motion on moving surfaces are of interest in various disciplines.
Prominent examples are thin elastic films with stress tensors as quantities of interest, see, e.g., [1, 2]. Other examples
are fluidic interfaces, with the tangential fluid velocity and pressure/surface tension as unknowns [3, 4, 5, 6], or sur-
face polar and nematic liquid crystals, with tangential director and Q-tensor fields as unknowns [7, 8], which is e.g.
used to model the cellular cortex or epithelia tissue [9]. In addition there are problems with surface scalar quantities,
such as concentrations, e.g. of surfactants, proteins or lipids, see e.g. [10, 11, 12]. But also higher order surface
tensor fields are found in applications, e.g. in graphics applications, such as surface parameterization and remeshing,
painterly rendering and pen-and-ink sketching, and texture synthesis [13]. With the exception of the last examples,
which are not determined by physics, and the surface scalar quantities for which transport is described by the Leib-
niz formula/transport theorem, see e.g. [14], the different underlying physics for surface vector- and tensor-fields in
these examples imply different transport mechanisms and thus different time derivatives. The goal of this paper is to
systematically develop, analyse and compare observer-invariant time derivatives for such examples and more general
n-tensor fields. We thereby regard observer-invariance as a minimum requirement on the calculus to make physical
quantities and operators reasonably computable.
There are plenty of principles and conceptualities concerning transformation properties for physical materials
and/or experimenting observers, e. g. (material) frame-independence, objectivity, form-invariance, Galilean-invariance,
etc., with terminology itself not being unambiguous in parts depending on restrictions, spacetime settings and even
applying authors, which leads to misunderstandings, confusion and lasting controversies, see [15] for an extensive and
enlightening discussion about this topic. We thus first need to clarify our understanding on observer-invariance. We
think of an observer as an unbodied being capable of sensing the whole considered physical situation or experiment
without any influencing of physical states. Therefore, the physical space is independent of their observers, albeit the
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opposite does not have to be true. Thus, we call a physical statement, e. g. an identity or numerical term, observer-
invariant, if this statement is considered equal by every two arbitrary admissible observer w. r. t. their communication.
The moving surface S is shaped by a continuum of moving material particles in R3. We assume that material
particles do not overlay each other and the motion of them is smooth in time and locations. The material observer,
short for all material particles in motion, is sufficient to shape the moving surface, but it is not necessary. Therefore,
the material observer is one representative of an equivalence class of observer, which are sufficient for S. Hence the
material observer occupy the Lagrangian perspective, whereas for surfaces with stationary shape a stationary observer
reveal the Eulerian perspective. We generalize the latter example to general unsteady surfaces by the transversal
observer, whereby observer particles are only moving in normal direction w. r. t. to the surface, i. e. for a 2-dimensional
inhabitant of S this might appears as an Eulerian perspective. Unfortunately, the equivalence class of observers is not
consistent w. r. t. differential calculus concerning time t, e. g. the partial time derivative ∂t of a quantity differs between
different observers of the same class, since every observer has their own relative insight how things change in time.
We call an operator observer-invariant if it is invariant within the observer class depicturing a moving surface S.
The main issue to develop observer-invariant time derivatives is that the time t is not a coordinate of S, but
rather a parameter to describe time-dependencies w. r. t. an observer and the kind of correlation between time and
space. Nevertheless, considering an observer within a spacetime locally, s. t. time t is a genuine local coordinate of
this spacetime, can be a game changer if the spacetime is pseudo-Riemannian at least. In this situation observer-
invariance is a special case of a covariance principle w. r. t. spacetime coordinates choice, which is already covered
by Ricci calculus for tensorial considerations. All of these spacetime observer, originated from the observer class,
form again a equivalence class of spacetime observer, which are sufficient to shape a (2+1)-dimensional pseudo-
Riemannian spacetimeM. For instance in context of Einsteins general theory of relativity,M would be a Lorentzian
manifold. But this would go a bit over the top in many situations, where motions are much slower than the speed of
light and changes in gravity are negligible, as in all mentioned examples above. We thus considerM embeddable in a
(3+1)-dimensional Euclidean spacetime, i. e.M ⊂ R4 is a spacetime surface analogously to the definition of surfaces
above. Hence time is a global measurement, i. e. every event, which is defined as a point in spacetime, is equipped
with exactly the same clock and all clocks stay instantaneously synchronized. As we see in section 3M can be seen
as a (2+1)-dimensional curvilinear version of a classical Newtonian spacetime, see [15, 16, 17], or as a consequence
of embedding M in such a classical Newtonian spacetime, respectively. One side effect considering the spacetime
surfaceM instead of the moving surface S is that n-tensor fields have (3n − 2n) more degrees of freedom. There is not
a general approach to augment given surface tensor fields in TnS to spacetime tensor fields in TnM.
We call a tensor field instantaneous, if it is instantaneous observable at a fixed time t. For instance, the vector field
of directors of polar liquid crystals is instantaneous, also known as space-like vector field. Instantaneous spacetime
tensor fields are characterized numerically by vanishing contravariant coordinate functions, which are related to the
time base vector. Apparently a spacetime vector field describing the tangential fluid velocity cannot be instantaneous,
since moving particles have to traverse time and perhaps space, i. e. at fixed time t, where no information about past
and future is available, we cannot determine a velocity vector. A spacetime vector field is called transversal, also
known as time-like, if it is orthogonal to a instantaneous spacetime vector field, e. g. locally, the spacetime velocity
direction of a transversal or Eulerian observer particle is transversal. As a consequence, every spacetime vector field
in TM has its unambiguous instantaneous and transversal part. We show in section 3 that this is also generalizable to
spacetime n-tensor fields.
One could note that developing observer-invariant operators on TnM is a trivial task, since observer-invariance
is only a special case of coordinates-invariance covered by Ricci-calculus on M. However, this is only of limited
practical value for solving the equations of motion. Numerical approaches in TnM are uncommon. More common are
time-discrete identities on TnS. In the case of spacetime vector fields we can exploit the orthogonal decomposition
above, where we associate the instantaneous part with a tangent vector field in TS and the transversal part with a
scalar field in T0S independently of each other. Afterwards we rejoin both surface fields in the spacetime bundle
STS := TS × T0S  TM. Note that since the behaviors “instantaneous” and “transversal” are not depending on
the choice of an observer, also this decomposition can be called observer-invariant. Such a decomposition becomes
much more complex in its combinatorics for general spacetime n-tensor fields in STnS  TnM, as will be outlined
in section 4. However, with the isomorphism J·K : TnM → STnS, to be defined in section 4 an observer-invariant
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operator op on STnS commutes the diagram
TnM TmM
STnS STmS
Op
(observer-invariant)J·K J·K
op
(observer-invariant)
(1)
for an convenient observer-invariant operator Op on TnM.
Time derivatives along a material motion are intrinsic transport mechanism, e. g. considering a force free material
rigid body motion of S, a spacetime tensor field could be parallel transported or “frozen” along the motion in depen-
dency of the modeling aspects for the tensor field. The first one coincides with the directional covariant derivative
∇τm : TnM → TnM, where τm ∈ TM is the (spacetime) material (velocity) direction and we call ∇τm as well asJ·K ◦ ∇τm ◦ J·K−1 : STnS → STnS the material derivative, which is developed in section 5. The second case coincide
with Lie-derivatives Lτm and we call them convected derivatives for considerations w. r. t. TnM as well as on STnS.
Since Lie-derivatives are not metric compatible, several varieties of convected derivatives w. r. t. musical isomorphism
[ (flat) and ] (sharp) known for lowering and rising tensor indices, arise. We develop all possible convected derivatives
w. r. t. these isomorphism and a special averaging, resulting in a Jaumann derivative, in section 6. The consideration
of an arbitrary tensor rank n in section 4, section 5 and section 6 yields a very technical and combinatorial proceeding.
We encourage readers, who are more interested in better readable results for lower rank tensors, to skip these sections.
In section 7 we consider the special case of scalar fields, where all versions boil down to the well-known total, or
substantial, derivative. In section 8 and section 9, respectively, we summarize the results for vector and 2-tensor fields
and give some simple illustrated examples to investigate behaviors of the different time derivatives for instantaneous
vector and symmetric and trace-less 2-tensor fields. We further provide a computational tool to explore more general
instantaneous 2-tensor fields.
2. Notation
In this section we only clarify the basics of notation used in this paper. Detailed definitions, if they are present,
can be found in corresponding sections. The basic framework of calculus is Ricci calculus, see e. g. [18]. Within
index notations we mainly use Latin indices to name tensor (proxy) components. To be more precise, capitals I, J,K, L
indicate components w. r. t. (2+1)-dimensional curved spacetimeM and lower case letters i, j, k, l w. r. t. 2-dimensional
curved spatial space S. Components concerning associated Euclidean embedding spaces bear Latin indices A, B,C
for R(3+1) = R4 ⊃ M and a, b, c for R3 ⊃ S. Note that capitals expand lower case letters by a temporal index t,
e. g. either I equals t or spatial index i. The covariant derivative in the spacetime index notation is highlighted by
a semicolon “;”, whereas a bar “|” is used w. r. t. spatial space notation. Sometimes switching between index and
index-free notation is of advantage. For this purpose we make use of square brackets “[ ]” and braces “{ }”, e. g.
[∇R]IJK = RIJ;K for ∇R ∈ T21M and {ri j|k} = ∇r ∈ T21S, where we established that the order of evaluation within
braces has to be alphanumerically. Only indices of symmetric tensors are allowed to lay on top of each other, e. g. rij,
since symmetry ri j = r
i
j does not effect ambiguities. For compacting the notation of spacetime vector and 2-tensor
fields, we employ a semi vector or matrix proxy notation, where temporal and spatial(or blends of both) components
are considered separated. This notation comprises square brackets and a frame giving space for evaluation, e. g.
RAEA = [Rt, {Ra}]′TR4 = RtEt + RaEa in the Euclidean spacetime, where EA are the usual Euclidean unit basis vectors
for TR4 with a = x, y, z. Similarly double strokes square brackets JK in semi proxy notations separate transversal
from instantaneous components, this apply always for the spacetime STS and ST2S exclusively. Note that the index
“1” is omitted in naming the tangent bundle of vector fields contravariantly, e. g. TR4 = T1R4. The stroke “′” is
the syntactical transpose operator for column vector proxies to use them as row vector proxies. However, the upper
index T is the very semantic transpose operator especially for 2-tensors fields. This operator is generalized to Tσ for
n-tensor fields w. r. t. permutations σ ∈ S n, e. g. [RT(2 1) ]IJ = [RT ]IJ = RJI for R ∈ T2M or [rTσ ]i1...in = riσ(1)...iσ(n) for
r ∈ TnS. The inner product is characterized by angle brackets and the underlying space, e. g. 〈·, ·〉TS : TS × TS → R,
and norms are deduced from this. The dot operator ·l denots the inner multiplication of an n-tensor field by a 2-tensor
field w. r. t. l-th tensor dimension, cf. Appendix B. We omit this dot operator for l = 1. The widehat “̂ ” above an
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expression means to omit this term. Occasionally, quantities like tensor fields wear an extra index referring to shuffles,
which are a special kind of permutations, see Appendix A, or “m” to clarify relation to the underlying material, e. g.
material velocity Vm.
3. Spacetime surface and tensor bundles
Let St ⊂ R3 be a surface at fixed time t ∈ T . We realize this surface by an arbitrary instantaneous parametrization
Zt = Zt(y1, y2) with local coordinates [y1, y2]′R2 patch-wisely in a common way, see e. g. [19]. Hence, the associated
moving surface is time-depending and defined by S = S(t) := St with parametrization Z = Z(t, y1, y2) = Zt(y1, y2).
The spacetime surfaceM ⊂ R4 consists of a moving surface S and the time interval T , s. t. a fixed time t ∈ T yields
M|t = {t} × St. The related parametrization is X = X(t, y1, y2) = [t, Z(t, y1, y2)]′R4 . The choice of parametrizations
Z to generateM is not unique, hence we call Z an observer parametrization. This is justified by the behavior, that
for fixing local coordinates y := [y1, y2]′R2 the curve Zy = Zy(t) describe the path experienced by a single observer
particle as time passed. The observer velocity field V := ∂tZ ∈ TR3|S can be decomposed into tangential part v ∈ TS
and normal part ν ∈ T0S, s. t. V = v + νN holds with time-depending normal field N⊥∂iZ. Since for a fixed single
event X ∈ M the normal N|X does not depend on the choice of an observer, the normal velocity ν|X neither does. As
part of this, we introduce the observer independent transversal direction τ = [1,−v]′TM = [1, νN]′R4 and scalar field
ζ−1 := ‖τ‖2 = 1+ν2. By the availed isometric embedding the spacetime metric tensor components ηIJ = 〈∂IX, ∂JX〉R4
and their inverses ηIJ are
η =
[‖v‖2S + ζ−1 v[
v[ g
]
T2M
and η−1 =
[
ζ −ζv
−ζv g−1 + ζv ⊗ v
]
T2M
. (2)
There are two symmetric endomorphism to emphasize, the orthogonal transversal projection Pτ ∈ T11M and the
orthogonal instantaneous projection PS ∈ T11M given by
Pτ =
[
1 0
−v 0
]
T11M
= ζ
[
1 νN
νN ν2N ⊗ N
]
T2R4 |M
,
PS =
[
0 0
v IdS
]
T11M
=
[
0 0
0 IdR3 −N ⊗ N
]
T2R4 |M
.
The image spaces of them is the transversal bundle PτM := Pτ(TM) < TM and the instantaneous bundle PSM :=
PS(TM) < TM, which decompose the tangential bundle TM = PτM ⊕ PSM into linear subbundles, orthogonally
and independently w. r. t. the choice of an observer. We recognize an orthogonal decomposition of the identity IdM =
Pτ +PS as well, since
〈
Pτ,PS
〉
TM = 0, which allows us to measure transversal and instantaneous parts, separately.
This means that the Riemannian spacetime manifold (M, η) is basically a curved classical Newtonian spacetime
(M,P[τ ,P]S), where P[τ = ζ−1dXt ⊗ dXt and P]S = gi j∂iX ⊗ ∂ jX.
The orthogonal tangential bundle decomposition is extendable to TnM. For this purpose we introduce the orthog-
onal shuffled projection Pσ ∈ TnnM by means of[
Pσ
]I1...In
J1...Jn
:=
[
Pτ
]Iσ(1)
Jσ(1)
· · · [Pτ]Iσ(α)Jσ(α) [PS]Iσ(α+1)Jσ(α+1) · · · [PS]Iσ(α+n)Jσ(α+n) (3)
for all shuffles σ ∈ Shnα, see Appendix A. For n = 0 we claim Pσ ≡ 1. Note that all Pσ are pair-wise distinguishable.
This would not be true if we consider all permutations in Sn ⊃ Shnα, since arising symmetry behaviors. Additionally,
we obtain an orthogonal system featured
〈
Pσ,Pσ˜
〉
TM = 0 for all σ , σ˜. This leads to the orthogonal and observer-
invariant decomposition
TnM =
n⊕
α=0
⊕
σ∈Shnα
PσM (4)
with shuffled bundle PσM := Pσ(TnM) < TnM.
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4. Spacetime tensor bundles at moving surface
In this section we develop the observer-invariant spacetime tensor bundle STnS as 2n-ary Cartesian product of
surface tensor bundles TmS for miscellaneous m ≤ n, which covered all information of TnM, i. e. the dimensionality
reveals dimR TnM|X = dimR STnS|t,Z = 3n at event X = [t, Z]′{t}×S ∈ M, particularly to preserve the amount of
degrees of freedom. We also present a corresponding isomorphism J·K : TnM→ STnS.
Decomposition (4) gives the opportunity to treat the considerably simpler shuffled bundles for our purpose. Let us
consider the commutative diagram
∀σ ∈ Shnα :
PσM Tn−αS
PSn−αM
φσ
J·Kσ
ι ,
Rσ rσ
φσ(Rσ)
φσ
J·Kσ
ι , (5)
i. e. rσ = JRσKσ = (φσ ◦ ι)(Rσ). Since φσ(Rσ) is an instantaneous (n−α)-tensor all time-like components are zero, i. e.[
φσ(Rσ)
]I1...In−α = 0 if there exists a k ≤ n−α s. t. Ik = t. Therefore, we define the σ-independent isomorphism ιmerely
by cutting off the zeros throughout all time-like components, i. e. [rσ]i1...in−α =
[
φσ(Rσ)
]i1...in−α for rσ = ι(φσ(Rσ)). A
tighter examination of the shuffled bundle PσM reveals that it is spanned by
Eσi1...in−α :=
 α⊗
k=1
τ
 ⊗ ∂i1X ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∂in−αXTσ (6)
event-wisely for all i1, . . . , in−α. The α-fold outer product of the transversal direction τ is redundant though. Singly, it
is able to retain nothing but scalar-valued information, which is absorbable by the remaining spatial basis tensor parts
however. Therefore, we let φσ test off all transversal parts of Rσ by 1‖τ‖2 τ = ζτ, i. e.
∀σ ∈ Shnα, Rσ ∈ PσM :
[
φσ(Rσ)
]Iσ(α+1)...Iσ(n) = ζατIσ(1)· · · τIσ(α) [Rσ]I1...In ,
resp. ∀Rˆσ ∈ PSn−αM :
[
φ−1σ (Rˆσ)
]I1...In
= τIσ(1) · · · τIσ(α)
[
Rˆσ
]Iσ(α+1)...Iσ(n)
.
(7)
Eventually, the isomorphism J·Kσ : PσM↔ Tn−αS : J·K−1σ and its inverse are defined entirely.
Since decomposition (4) is orthogonal, for R ∈ TnM all parts Rσ = Pσ(R) ∈ PσM are determined uniquely and
orthogonal, therefore all 2n images JRσKσ can be unified disjointedly. We realize the emerging Cartesian product with
orthogonal basis vectors eσ formally, s. t.(
∂i1Z ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∂in−αZ
)
eσ =
q
Eσi1...in−α
y ∈ STnS . (8)
In this way eσ and every linear combination for all σ ∈ Shnα could be depicted as a simple vector of length 2n, with
components in Tn−αS, in predefined order or as a hypermatrix of rank n with 2 entries in all n dimensions, see e. g.
section 8 or section 9. With |Shnα | =
(
n
α
)
we summarize in conclusion that
J·K = n∑
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα
JPσ(·)Kσ eσ : TnM −→ n∏
α=0
(
Tn−αS)(nα) = STnS ,
J·K−1 = n∑
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα
J·K−1σ : STnS −→ n⊕
α=0
⊕
σ∈Shnα
PσM = TnM .
(9)
Note that a spacetime tensor field r =
∑n
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα rσe
σ ∈ STnS is observer-invariant in the sense that all surface
tensor components rσ ∈ Tn−αS are. Their proxies ri1...in−ασ can depend on observer parametrization Z though.
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5. Material derivative
In recognition of the general principle of covariance in M, we formulate the material derivative as covariant
derivative along the spacetime material direction τm ∈ TM. This direction is given by τm = [1,u]′TM, with relative
velocity u = vm−v ∈ TS depending on the given tangential material velocity vm ∈ TS and chosen tangential observer
velocity v ∈ TS, see subsection 8.1 for greater details. The tensor-valued material derivative
Dm : TnM→ TnM , R 7→ DmR := ∇τmR =
{
RI1...In;t + u
kRI1...In;k
}
(10)
thereby is well-defined. In virtue of (1) the material derivative on the observer independent spacetime bundle at
moving surface is
dm := J·K ◦ Dm◦ J·K−1 : STnS → STnS , r 7→ dmr = rDmJrK−1z .
Taking (5) into account additionally, we constitute the commuting diagram
TnM PσM
PSn−αM
STnS Tn−αS
Dmσ:=Pσ ◦Dm
D̂
m
σ
J·K
φσ
J·Kσ
ι
dmσ
, (11)
which defines the mappings Dmσ, D̂
m
σ and d
m
σ sufficiently. As a consequence, this yields the desirable decomposition
behaviors
∀R ∈ TnM : DmR =
n∑
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα
DmσR =
n∑
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα
[
D̂
m
σR
]i1...in−α
Eσi1...in−α
r = JRK ∈ STnS : dmr = JDmRK = n∑
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα
(
dmσ r
)
eσ .
The trivial situation n = 0, where f ∈ T0M and hence J f K = f , reveals
f˙ := dm f = Dm f = ∂t f + ∇u f . (12)
We generalize the dot-operator for surface tensor fields at the end of this section. In the remaining section we consider
n > 0, however. Before bringing dmσ in a convenient form to determine d
m, we investigate two helpful special cases
considering the transversal direction and instantaneous tensors.
We calculate the material derivative of transversal direction field τ = [1,−v]′TM ∈ PτM ⊂ TM directly by (10)
using Christoffel symbols, see Appendix C.4, substituting acceleration and handle velocity tangential gradient terms
with the aid of Appendix C.3 and Appendix C.1, i. e. the temporal and spatial part yield[
Dmτ
]t
= γttt +
(
uk − vk
)
γtkt − ukv jγtk j = ζν
(
λ + ∇vν − 〈b, v〉TS
)
= ζνν˙[
Dmτ
]i
= −∂tvi + γitt +
(
uk − vk
)
γikt − uk
(
∂kvi + γik jv
j
)
= ai + [B(u − v)]i −
(
∂tvi + [∇uv]i + [Dmτ]t vi) = −ν (bim + ζν˙vi) .
Therefore, it holds Dmτ =
(
D̂
m
τ τ
)
τ + D̂
m
Sτ = ζνν˙τ − [0, νbm]′TM. Ultimately, attention to (11) gives the following
lemma.
6
Lemma 1. The material derivative of the transversal direction eτ = JτK ∈ STS in the spacetime vector bundle is
dmτ =
(
dmτ e
τ) eτ + (dmSeτ) eS = ν (ζν˙eτ − bmeS) ∈ STS .
Similarly to above, we also calculate the material derivative of an instantaneous n-tensor field R ∈ PSnM ⊂ TnM
directly. It is clear that parts of DmR with more than one temporal dimension vanish, since the Christoffel symbols
are only able to catch one temporal index, where RI1...In would vanish at the same time, i. e. it holds DmR ∈ PSnM⊕⊕n
β=1 PSnβM at least. For the non-vanishing single temporal afflicted and pure spatial parts we obtain[
DmR
]i1...iβ−1tiβ+1...in = (γtt j + ukγtk j) Ri1...iβ−1 jiβ+1...in = ζνb jmRi1...iβ−1 iβ+1...inj[
DmR
]i1...in = ∂tRi1...in + uk∂kRi1...in + n∑
β=1
(
γ
iβ
t j + u
kγ
iβ
k j
)
Ri1...iβ−1 jiβ+1...in
= ∂tRi1...in + [∇uR]i1...in +
n∑
β=1
[B − ζνv ⊗ bm]iβ j Ri1...iβ−1 jiβ+1...in .
This means we can formulate the material derivation in terms of D̂
m
Sn, D̂
m
Snβ and associated orthogonal basis tensors (6),
namely
DmR =
∂tRi1...in + [∇uR]i1...in + n∑
β=1
Biβ jRi1...iβ−1 jiβ+1...in
 ESni1...in + ζν n∑
β=1
b jmR
i1...iβ−1 iβ+1...in
j E
Snβ
i1...îβ...in
.
Since R is instantaneous, it holds JRKi1...inSn = Ri1...in , which leads to the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Assuming rSn ∈ TnS, the material derivative of an instantaneous tensor field r = rSneSn ∈ STnS in the
spacetime bundle is
dmr =
(
dmSn r
)
eS
n
+
n∑
β=1
(
dmSnβ r
)
eS
n
β ,
where
[
dmSn r
]i1...in
= ∂tr
i1...in
Sn + [∇urSn ]i1...in +
n∑
β=1
Biβ jri1...iβ−1 jiβ+1...inSn
and
[
dmSnβ r
]i1...îβ...in
= ζν [bm] j r
i1...iβ−1 jiβ+1...in
Sn .
As we see from this, derivatives Dmσ◦PSn have a trivial image except for σ = Sn or σ = Snβ, we thus ask about
supports of the occurring derivatives in the orthogonal decomposition Dm =
∑n
α=0
∑n
α˜=0
∑
σ∈Shnα
∑
σ˜∈Shnα˜ D
m
σ◦Pσ˜ w. r. t.
the image as well as the domain. For this we assume R ∈ TnM, Rσ˜ = Pσ˜ R and R̂σ˜ = φσ˜(Rσ˜), i. e. RI1...Inσ˜ =
τIσ˜(1) · · · τIσ˜(α˜) R̂Iσ˜(α˜+1)...Iσ˜(n)σ˜ , see (7). Hence product rule leads to[
DmσRσ˜
]I1...In = [Pτ]Iσ(1)Jσ(1) · · · [Pτ]Iσ(α)Jσ(α) [PS]Iσ(α+1)Jσ(α+1) · · · [PS]Iσ(α+n)Jσ(α+n) (τJσ˜(1) · · · τJσ˜(α˜) [Dm R̂σ˜]Jσ˜(α˜+1)...Jσ˜(n)
+ R̂Jσ˜(α˜+1)...Jσ˜(n)σ˜
α˜∑
β˜=1
[
Dmτ
]Jσ˜(β˜) τJσ˜(1) · · · τ̂Jσ˜(β˜) · · · τJσ˜(α˜)) .
Since τ is transversal and R̂σ˜ instantaneous, all non-vanishing DmσRσ˜ require a shuffle σ˜ broadly similar to σ, more
precisely, σ˜ has to be equal σ, σβ or σβ for all applicable 0 ≤ β ≤ n according to (A.1). We work through these cases
hereafter. For σ˜ = σ the projection of the first summand contains DmSn−α R̂σ = D̂
m
Sn−α R̂σ and each of the remaining
summands expose Dmτ τ = (D̂
m
τ τ)τ. Applying φσ yields
D̂
m
σRσ = D̂
m
Sn−α R̂σ + α(D̂
m
τ τ)R̂σ ∈ PSn−αM . (13)
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For σ˜ = σβ the entire rear sum vanish, since one transversal projection encounters the instantaneous R̂σβ ∈ PSn−α+1M.
The material derivative in the front sum is projected w. r. t. shuffle
(σ(β) | σ(α + 1) . . . σ(n)) =
(
σβ(α + β) | σβ(α + 1) . . . σβ(n)
)
,
which is Sn−α+1
β
∈ Shn−α+11 effectively for βs. t. (σβ) β= σ, counting from α + 1 though. Hence, φσ archives
∀β : 1 ≤ β ≤ α : D̂mσRσβ = D̂
m
Sn−α
β
R̂σβ ∈ PSn−αM . (14)
For σ˜ = σβ almost all summands are fading, since one single instantaneous projections faces τ. Only for β˜ = βs. t.
(σβ)
β
= σ, i. e. σ β(α + β) = σ, the term
τIσ(1) · · · τIσ(α)
[
DmSτ
]Iσ(α+β)
R̂Iσ(α+1)...Îσ(α+β)...Iσ(n)σβ
survive, which results in
∀β : 1 ≤ β ≤ n − α : D̂mσRσβ =
((
D̂
m
Sτ
)
⊗ R̂σβ
)TSn−α
β ∈ PSn−αM (15)
using φσ. The representations of pure instantaneous identities (13), (14) and (15) are fully determined in STn−αS
by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. Using the narrow support, i. e. for all considered σ˜ cases above D̂
m
σR =
∑
σ˜ D̂
m
σRσ˜ is
sufficient, the isomorphism ι on PSn−αM yields
dmσ r = d
m
Sn−α
(
rσeS
n−α)
+ α
(
dmτ e
τ) rσ + α∑
β=1
dmSn−α+1
β
(
rσβeS
n−α+1)
+
n−α∑
β=1
((
dmSe
τ
)
⊗ rσβ
)TSn−α
β ∈ Tn−αS
for r = JRK ∈ STnS and we can formulate the following theorem finally.
Theorem 3 (Material derivative). Assuming r =
∑n
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα rσe
σ ∈ STnS, where rσ ∈ Tn−αS, the material deriva-
tive of r is
dmr =
n∑
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα
(
dmσ r
)
eσ ∈ STnS
[
dmσ r
]i1...in−α = ∂tri1 ...in−ασ +[∇urσ]i1...in−α +αζνν˙ri1 ...in−ασ +ζν [bm]k α∑
β=1
ri1...i
β−1ki β...in−α
σβ
+
n−α∑
β=1
(
Biβkri1...iβ−1kiβ+1...in−ασ − νbiβmr
i1 ...îβ...in−α
σβ
)
,
where dmσ r ∈ Tn−αS for σ ∈ Shnα and βis given by (σβ) β= σ implicitly.
For the remaining section we devote some investigations to instantaneous action of the material derivative. We
restrict the treatment to instantaneous n-tensor fields, i. e. dmSn |SpanTnS{eSn } is the object of interest. This restriction on
domain and image gives an intrinsic derivative, which generalize the common total derivative DDt established in two-
dimensional flat spaces. Proceeding from spatial embedding space R3 yields an Eulerian perspective on the moving
surface S, hence the total derivative of a surface scalar fields f ∈ T0S gives
D f
Dt
= ∂t f + Vam∂a f = τ
A
m∂A f = d
m f = f˙ , (16)
cf.(12). Therefore the total derivative in R3|S equals the material derivative f˙ = ∂t f + ∇u f on the moving surface.
Applying this insight to Euclidean components of an observer frame yields DDt∂iZ
a = ∂iVa + uk∂k∂iZa. Obviously, this
cannot results in a tangential vector field generally, hence the total derivative alone is not convenient for an intrinsic
surface calculus. Its tangential part is though. Taking up the reasoning, we introduce the tangential total derivative
identified by the dot-operator, i. e. q˙ := (piS ◦ DDt )q ∈ TnS for all q ∈ TnS, where piS : TnR3|S → TnS is the orthogonal
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projection into tangential tensor bundle. With tangential derivative given in Appendix C.1 w. r. t. to an observer frame
it holds
˙︷ ︷
∂iZ = g jlδab
(
D
Dt
∂iZa
)
∂lZb∂ jZ = g jl
(
〈∂iV, ∂lZ〉TR3 |S + ukΓkil
)
∂ jZ =
(
B ji + ukΓ jki
)
∂ jZ . (17)
Performing the product rule for q = qi1...in
⊗n
β=1 ∂iβZ ∈ TnS results in
q˙ =
˙︷ ︷
qi1...in
n⊗
β=1
∂iβZ + q
i1...in
n∑
β=1
∂i1Z ⊗ . . . ⊗ ∂iβ−1Z ⊗
˙︷ ︷
∂iβZ ⊗ ∂iβ+1Z ⊗ . . . ⊗ ∂inZ .
Using (16) for the proxy function and (17) for the frame, reveals
[
q˙
]i1...in = ∂tqi1...in + [∇uq]i1...in + n∑
β=1
Biβ jqi1...iβ−1 jiβ+1...in (18)
Regarding Lemma 2 let us formulate the following proposition.
Proposition 4. For all q ∈ TnS with S embedded in R3 and total derivative DDt : TnS → TnR3|S holds
q˙ = piS
(
Dq
Dt
)
= dmSn
(
qeS
n)
.
6. Convected derivatives
In this section we consider convected derivatives, which are similar to the material derivative, but based on the Lie
derivatives Lτm in material spacetime direction τm ∈ TM instead of the covariant directional derivative ∇τm .
Unlike the latter derivative, Lie derivatives are not metric compatible. With this in mind we introduce the shuffled
flat operator
[σ˜ : TnM→
(
Tα˜n−α˜M
)Tσ˜
R 7→ R[σ˜ =
{
RI1...InIα˜+1...In
}Tσ˜
=
{
δ
Iσ˜(1)
Jσ˜(1)
. . . δ
Iσ˜(α˜)
Jσ˜(α˜)
ηIσ˜(α˜+1) Jσ˜(α˜+1) . . . ηIσ˜(n) Jσ˜(n) R
I1...In
}
for shuffles σ˜ ∈ Shnα˜, see Appendix A. This is an isomorphism and we denote its inverse by ]σ˜ := [−1σ˜ . Note that
the reason for using shuffles instead permutations S n is to omit merely transposing indices, which would not have
any effects on upcoming convected derivatives below. The material derivative is invariant w. r. t. isomorphism [σ˜, i. e.
Dm = ∇τm = ]σ˜ ◦ ∇τm ◦ [σ˜ for all σ˜ ∈ Shnα˜. This feature can not arise from Lie derivatives Lτm :
(
Tα˜n−α˜M
)Tσ˜ →(
Tα˜n−α˜M
)Tσ˜
. Therefor we define, for distinguishing in dependency of σ˜ ∈ Shnα˜, the shuffled convected derivatives
as L[σ˜ := ]σ˜ ◦ Lτm ◦ [σ˜ := TnM → TnM. Let be R ∈ TnM, invariances w. r. t. transpositions yield (LτmR[σ˜ )Tσ˜−1 =
LτmR[Idnα˜ ∈ Tα˜n−α˜M and is given by [19, Ch. 5.3], i. e.
[
LτmR[Idnα˜
]I1...Iα˜
Iα˜+1...In
= τKm∂KR
I1...Iα˜
Iα˜+1...In
−
α˜∑
β=1
(
∂Jτ
Iβ
m
)
RI1...Iβ−1 JIβ+1...InIα˜+1...In +
n∑
β=α˜+1
(
∂Iβτ
J
m
)
RI1...Iα˜Iα˜+1...Iβ−1 JIβ+1...In .
One feature of Lie-derivatives is that we are able to substitute partial derivatives by covariant derivatives, since the
added Christoffel symbols are extinguishing each other. Therefore it holds
L[σ˜R = DmR −
α˜∑
β=1
(∇τm) ·
σ˜(β)
R +
n∑
β=α˜+1
(∇τm)T ·
σ˜(β)
R (19)
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Apart from the issue that every weighted sum
∑n
α˜=0
∑
σ˜∈Shnα˜ ωσ˜ L
[σ˜ : TnM→ TnM could give a noteworthy derivative
as long as the weights ωσ˜ ∈ R comply with ∑nα˜=0 ∑σ˜∈Shnα˜ ωσ˜ = 1, we emphasize here only the Jaumann derivative
J := 12 (L
]n+ L[
n
) containing the (fully) upper convected derivative L]
n
and (fully) lower convected derivative L[
n
.
Similar to the material derivative we use orthogonal components l[σ˜σ := J·Kσ ◦ L[σ˜◦ J·K−1 : STnS → Tn−αS to
determine the shuffled convected derivatives l[σ˜ := J·K ◦ L[σ˜◦ J·K−1 : STnS → STnS on spacetime n-tensor bundles, cf.
(1), i. e. for all r ∈ STnS holds l[σ˜ r = ∑nα=0 ∑σ∈Shnα (l[σ˜σ r)eσ. The first summand in (19) yields the material derivative
according to Theorem 3 and the remaining sum is determined by the rule of shuffled sum in Lemma 8 in conjunction
with representation (C.1) of the gradient of material direction. Adding this up results in
[
l[σ˜σ r
]i1...in−α
= ∂tri1...in−ασ + [∇urσ]i1...in−α +
n−α∑
β=1
ri1...iβ−1kiβ+1...in−ασ
−u
iβ
|k , if (σ˜
−1 ◦ σ)(α + β) ≤ α˜[
B +BT
]iβ
k
+ u |iβk , otherwise
+ ζ
α∑
β=1
(σ˜−1◦σ)(β)>α˜
([
L]vm
]
k
ri1...i
β−1ki β...in−α
σβ
+ 2νν˙ri1...in−ασ
)
−
n−α∑
β=1
(σ˜−1◦σ)(α+β)≤α˜
[
L]vm
]iβ
ri1...îβ...in−ασβ ,
(20)
since B −Bm = −∇u and B +BTm = B +BT + (∇u)T is valid. We generalize the already predefined derivative L]vm
in Appendix C.5 by shuffled instantaneous convected derivatives Lσˇ := ]σˇ ◦ (∂t + Lu) ◦ [σˇ : TnS → TnS for all
σˇ ∈ Shnαˇ, where (∂t + Lu) : (Tαˇn−αˇS)Tσˇ → (Tαˇn−αˇS)Tσˇ and ∂t operates on the proxy functions in (Tαˇn−αˇS)Tσˇ . This
derivative is e. g. defined as Lie derivative on (possible time-dependent) tensor fields w. r. t. time-dependent relative
velocity u in [20, Ch. 1.6]. Investigating the first line in the right-hand side of (20) reveals that all terms containing
u are composing (Lur[σˇσ )]σˇ for σˇ = σ˜ \ σ|{1,...,α} ∈ Shn−ααˇ , cf. Appendix A. Moreover, the partial time derivative and
terms of twice the observer frame deformation, i. e. ∂tgi j = Bi j +B ji, see [4], are sum up to (∂t [r[σˇσ ]······ )]σˇ , where [r[σˇσ ]······
means mixed co- and contravariant proxy functions matching the space (Tαˇn−αˇS)Tσˇ . Finally, we can formulate the
following theorem, which determine l[σ˜ = J·K ◦ L[σ˜◦ J·K−1.
Theorem 5 (Convected derivatives). Assuming r =
∑n
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα rσe
σ ∈ STnS, where rσ ∈ Tn−αS, the shuffled
convected derivative of r w. r. t. σ˜ ∈ Shnα˜ is
l[σ˜ r =
n∑
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα
(
l[σ˜σ r
)
eσ ∈ STnS ,
[
l[σ˜σ r
]i1...in−α
=
[
L[σˇ rσ
]i1...in−α
+ ζ
α∑
β=1
(σ˜−1◦σ)(β)>α˜
([
L]vm
]
k
ri1...i
β−1ki β...in−α
σβ
+ 2νν˙ri1...in−ασ
)
−
n−α∑
β=1
(σ˜−1◦σ)(α+β)≤α˜
[
L]vm
]iβ
ri1...îβ...in−ασβ ,
[
L]vm
]i
= ∂vim +
[∇uvm − ∇vmu]i ,
L[σˇ rσ = ∂[σ˜t rσ + ∇urσ −
n−α∑
β=1
E(β)
(∇u) ·
β
rσ +
n−α∑
β=1
¬E(β)
(∇u)T ·
β
rσ = r˙σ −
n−α∑
β=1
E(β)
Bm ·
β
rσ +
n−α∑
β=1
¬E(β)
BTm ·
β
rσ ,
∂[σˇt rσ :=
{
∂t
[
r[σˇσ
]···
···
}]σˇ
=
{
∂tri1···in−ασ
}
+
n−α∑
β=1
¬E(β)
(
B +BT
)
·
β
rσ ,
E(β) :=
(
(σ˜−1 ◦ σ)(α + β) ≤ α˜
)
=
(
σˇ−1(β) ≤ αˇ
)
, where σˇ = σ˜ \ σ|{1,...,α} ∈ Shn−ααˇ
and βis given by (σβ) β= σ implicitly. Especially, the upper convected derivative l]
n
and lower convected derivative
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l[
n
yield[
l]
n
σ r
]i1...in−α
=
[
L]
n−α
rσ
]i1...in−α − n−α∑
β=1
[
L]vm
]iβ
ri1...îβ...in−ασβ ,
[
l[
n
σ r
]i1...in−α
=
[
L[
n−α
rσ + 2αζνν˙rσ
]i1...in−α
+ ζ
[
L]vm
]
k
α∑
β=1
ri1...i
β−1ki β...in−α
σβ
,
[
L]
n
rσ
]i1...in−α
= ∂tri1...in−ασ +
∇urσ − n−α∑
β=1
(∇u) ·
β
rσ
i1...in−α =
r˙σ − n−α∑
β=1
Bm ·
β
rσ
i1...in−α ,
[
L[
n
rσ
]i1...in−α
= gi1 j1 · · · gin−α jn−α∂t [rσ] j1... jn−α +
∇urσ + n−α∑
β=1
(∇u)T ·
β
rσ
i1...in−α =
r˙σ + n−α∑
β=1
BTm ·
β
rσ
i1...in−α ,
where r˙σ ∈ Tn−αS is the tangential total derivative (18) of rσ ∈ Tn−αS. The Jaumann derivative j = J·K ◦ J◦ J·K−1 is
given by jr =
∑n
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα
(
jσr
)
eσ ∈ STnS and[
jσr
]i1...in−α = 1
2
[
l]
n
σ r + l[
n
σ r
]i1...in−α
=
r˙σ + αζνν˙rσ − rot vm2
n−α∑
β=1
∗βrσ
i1...in−α + ζ2 [L]vm]k
α∑
β=1
ri1...i
β−1ki β...in−α
σβ
− 1
2
n−α∑
β=1
[
L]vm
]iβ
ri1...îβ...in−ασβ ,
with curl rot vm = − 〈∇vm, 〉T2S ∈ T0S, Hodge dual ∗βrσ = − ·β rσ ∈ Tn−αS w. r. t. β-th dimension and Levi-Civita
tensor  ∈ T2S, covariantly determined by i j =
√
det gεi j and Levi-Civita symbols εi j.
7. Scalar fields
As already mentioned above, all introduced time derivatives w. r. t. material motions yields the same for scalar
fields f ∈ ST0S, i. e.
dm f = l f = f˙ = L f = ∂t f + ∇u f = ∂t f +Lu f ∈ ST0S , (21)
where u = vm − v ∈ TS is the relative, vm ∈ TS the tangential material and v ∈ TS the tangential observer velocity.
Note that we leave the shuffled flat operator [(|) = Id as well as the basis e(|) = 1 w. r. t. empty shuffle (|) ∈ Sh00 blank.
De facto up to small syntactical consideration, the spaces ST0S, T0M and T0S are the same.
8. Vector fields
Spacetime vector fields are closely related to so called 4-vectors w. r. t. our chosen embedding spacetime. We
consider the spacetime vector field R = RI∂IX = Rt∂tX + Ri∂iX = [Rt, {Ri}]′TM ∈ TM, with observer direction
∂tX = [1,V]′R4 and spatial basis direction ∂iX = [0, ∂iZ]
′
R4 . Thus Euclidean basis vectors Et (temporal) and Ea
(spatial) with a = x, y, z yield R as the Euclidean 4-vector R = R˜tEt + R˜aEa = [R˜t, {R˜a}]R4 ∈ TR4|M, with R˜t = Rt
and R˜a = (Ri + Rtvi)∂iZa + RtνNa. Since the embedding frame is stationary, we see an observer dependence as
long as RI are considered as degree of freedoms even though we do not considering any dynamics at this point. A
different situation is appearing by using spacetime vector fields r = JRK = rSeS + rτeτ =: Jrτ, rSK′ ∈ STS, i. e.
R and r are describing the same spacetime vector field isomorphically by R = [0, rS]′TM + rττ with transversal
direction τ = [1, νN]′R4 = [1,−v]′TM ∈ TM. Hence rτ = Rt ∈ T0S is valid as expected for a global time assumption.
For the instantaneous part holds rS = {Ri} + Rtv ∈ TS and therefore the associated 4-vector uncovers R˜t = rτ
temporally and R˜a = riS∂iZ
a + rτνNa spatially. Considering the material derivative ∇τmR, upper convected derivative
L]τmR = ∇τmR−∇Rτm, lower convected derivative L[τmR = ∇τmR+ R∇τm and Jaumann derivative 12 (L]τmR+L[τmR) with
material direction τm = [1,Vm]′R4 = [1,u]
′
TM ∈ TM, Theorem 3 and Theorem 5 are sufficient to bring these derivatives
to STS as stipulated in (1) for n = 1.
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Conclusion 6. For spacetime vector fields r = Jrτ, rSK′ ∈ STS the material dm , Jaumann j , upper convected l] and
lower convected derivative l[ : STS → STS are
dmr =
s
r˙τ + ζνν˙rτ + ζν 〈bm, rS〉TS
r˙S − νrτbm
{
, jr =
t
r˙τ + ζνν˙rτ +
ζ
2
〈
L]vm, rS
〉
TS
JrS − rτ2 L]vm
|
,
l]r =
s
r˙τ
L]rS − rτ L]vm
{
, l[r =
t
r˙τ + 2ζνν˙rτ + ζ
〈
L]vm, rS
〉
TS
L[rS
|
with scalar time derivatives r˙τ (resp. ν˙) in T0S, see (21), and instantaneous material r˙S, Jaumann JrS, upper
convected L]rS (resp. L]vm) and lower convected derivative L[rS given by
[r˙S]i = ∂triS + [∇urS +BrS]i , JrS = r˙S −
rot vm
2
(∗rS) = r˙S − 12
(
∇vm − (∇vm)T
)
rS ,[
L]rS
]i
= ∂triS +
[∇urS − ∇rSu]i = [r˙S −BmrS]i , [L[rS]i = ∂t [rS]i + [∇urS + rS∇u]i = [r˙S +BTmrS]i
in TS, where bm = ∇ν + IIvm, Bm = ∇vm − νII, B = ∇v − νII and [∗rS]i = − ik rkS.
8.1. Material velocity and acceleration
The material velocity Vm =: vm + νN ∈ TR3|S of the surface can be obtained from a time-depending parametriza-
tion Zm of the moving surface by Vm := ∂tZm, similarly to section 3. This special choice of the observer parametriza-
tion suffices the Lagrangian perspective of the material, though. The associated spacetime 4-vector is the (future-
pointing) material direction τm := [1,Vm]′TR4 |M = ∂tXm, where we define Xm := [t, Zm]
′
R4 . Hence, w. r. t. an arbitrary
observer frame we obtain with ζ(1 + ν2) = 1, that
τm =
[
ηtJ 〈τm, ∂JZ〉R4{
ηiJ 〈τm, ∂JZ〉R4
}]
TM
=
 ζ
(
1 + 〈Vm,V〉TR3 |S − 〈v, vm〉TS
)
vm + ζ
(
〈v, vm〉TS −
(
1 + 〈Vm,V〉TR3 |S
))
v

TM
=
[
1
u
]
TM
,
where u := vm − v = Vm − V is the relative velocity. Splitting τm = [0, vm]′TM + τ ∈ TM up into its instantaneous
and transversal part yields the observer independent representation JτmK = vmeS + eτ = J1, vmK′ ∈ STS. The material
acceleration can be obtained by the total derivative of the material velocity component-wise in TR3|S, i. e. Aam =
D
Dt V
a
m =:
[
D
DtVm
]a
, where Am =: am + λmN ∈ TR3|S with material tangential acceleration am ∈ TS and material
normal acceleration λm ∈ T0S. For this purpose we need the total derivative of the normal field N ∈ TR3|S. With
(16) we have
[
D
Dt N
]a
:= DDt N
a = ∂tNa + uk∂kNa. Since ‖N‖TR3 |S = 1 it holds DDt N ∈ TS, therefore we only have to test
the tangential frame out on this. Product rule yields〈
D
Dt
N, ∂iZ
〉
TR3 |S
= − 〈N, ∂iV〉TR3 |S + uk 〈∂kN, ∂iZ〉TR3 |S = −
(
∂iν + [II (v + u)]i
)
= − [∇ν + IIvm]i = − [bm]i .
With the event-wise orthogonal projection piS : TR3|S → TS into the tangential bundle of S and instantaneous
derivative v˙m ∈ TS according to Proposition 4 holds
am = piS
(
D
Dt
Vm
)
= piS
(
D
Dt
vm
)
+ ν
D
Dt
N = v˙m − νbm =
{
∂tvim
}
+ ∇uvm + ∇vmv − ν (2IIvm + ∇ν) ,
λm =
〈
D
Dt
Vm, N
〉
TR3 |S
=
D
Dt
ν −
〈
Vm,
D
Dt
Vm
〉
TR3 |S
= ν˙ + 〈vm, bm〉TS = ∂tν + ∇u+vmν + II (vm, vm) ,
which reveals the same result of [21] most comparable in the representation of the last column. We can not proceed on
the assumption that DDtτm lays tangential to the spacetime surfaceM. For this purpose we only evaluate the spacetime
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tangential part of DDtτm = [0, Am]
′
TR4 |M by means of orthogonal projection PM : TR
4|M → TM, that is
PM
(
D
Dt
τm
)
=
 η
tt 〈Am,V〉TR3 |S + ηt j
〈
Am, ∂ jZ
〉
TR3 |S{
ηit 〈Am,V〉TR3 |S + ηi j
〈
Am, ∂ jZ
〉
TR3 |S
}
TM
=
[
ζνλm
am − ζνλmv
]
TM
=
[
0
am
]
TM
+ ζνλmτ .
Therefore the spacetime tangential material acceleration direction yields dmJτmK = qPM( DDtτm)y ∈ STS, since by
Conclusion 6 holds
dmJτmK = sζν (ν˙ + 〈bm, v〉TS)v˙m − νbm
{
=
s
ζνλm
am
{
.
It comes as no surprise that l]JτmK = 0 ∈ STS, since the material direction is frozen within its own flow. For the sake
of completeness it is
l[JτmK = 2 jJτmK = t2ζνν˙ + ζ 〈l]vm, vm〉TS
l[vm
|
=
uwvζ
 ˙︷ ︷‖Vm‖2TR3 |S −Bm (vm, vm)

v˙m +BTmvm
}~ ∈ STS .
8.2. Force-free transport of instantaneous vector fields on a stretching spheroid
In this section we consider instantaneous vector fields J0, rK′ ∈ STS on a stretching spheroid S = {[x, y, z]′ ∈ R3 |
x2 + y2 + ( z1+t )
2 = 1} for t ≥ 0, see Figure 1 (top), and investigate the evolution of r ∈ TS within an instantaneous
force-free transport equation w. r. t. time derivatives listed in Conclusion 6, i. e. dmSJ0, rK′ = r˙ = 0, jSJ0, rK′ = Jr = 0,
l]SJ0, rK′ = L]r = 0 or l[SJ0, rK′ = L[r = 0. Since observer-invariance we are free to choose arbitrary observer
parametrizations sufficient for the stretching spheroid. A simple option is to use a Lagrangian observer realized by a
single patch parametrization
Zm(t, y1m, y
2
m) =
sin y
1
m cos y
2
m
sin y1m sin y
2
m
(1 + t) cos y1m
 ∈ R3 ,
where y1m ∈ [0, pi] is the latitude and y2m ∈ [0, 2pi) the longitude coordinate. Regarding these coordinates we introduce
the tangent angle fields φi : TS → T0S, s. t. for r ∈ TS holds (−1)i √gii‖r‖TS cos φi(r) = ri, i. e. point-wisely φ1(r)
is the angle of r to the longitudes and φ2(r) to the latitudes in the tangent planes, see Figure 1 (bottom right). We
observe that the tangential part of the material velocity Vm = cos y1mEz|S is the potential field vm = − 1+t2 ∇ sin2 y1m.
This tangential vector field is curl-free and hence the considered material and Jaumann transport equations are equal.
According to our choice of a Lagrangian observer the relative velocity u vanishes and the material and Jaumann
derivative read [r˙]i = [Jr]i = ∂tri + [Bm]11δi1r1 and the upper-convected derivative [L]r]i = ∂tri contravariantly
component-wise, where [Bm]11 = (1+t) sin
2 y1m
1+t(2+t) sin2 y1m
is the only non-vanishing component of Bm ∈ T11S. The lower-
convected derivatives can be written as [L[r]i = ∂tri w. r. t. covariant components, however. With initial condition
r|t=0 = r0 ∈ TS|t=0 the solutions are
r˙ = Jr = 0 =⇒ r1 =
√
g11r10 =
r10√
1 + t(2 + t) sin2 y1m
, r2 = r20 , (22)
L]r = 0 =⇒ r1 = r10 , r2 = r20 ,
L[r = 0 =⇒ r1 = g11r10 =
r10
1 + t(2 + t) sin2 y1m
, r2 = r20 .
Note that only the material and Jaumann transported vector field preserve the length and the angles on the stretching
spheroid S, i. e. ‖r‖ = ‖r0‖t=0 and φi(r) = φi|t=0(r0) is valid, see Figure 1 for an example.
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Figure 1: (top) Evolution of the spheroid S at times t = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, its rotational invariant velocity field Vm and vector fields r force-
free transported w. r. t. upper-convected, material, Jaumann and lower-convected derivative. The Jaumann and material transported vector fields
are equal. The motion of S yields a constant growing semi-axes w. r. t. Euclidean z-direction. The initial condition is r0 = 1√2 [−1,
1
sin y1m
]′TS|t=0
w. r. t. Lagrangian observer Parametrization Zm. (bottom) Corresponding angle φ2(r) to the latitudes and norm ‖r‖ on the lower hemisphere, where
φ2(r0) = pi4 and ‖r0‖ = 1 holds. Single latitudes used in the top image are emphasized here.
8.3. Force-free transport of instantaneous vector fields on a rotating sphere
In this section we consider instantaneous vector fields J0, rK′ ∈ STS on a sphere S = {[x, y, z]′ ∈ R3 | x2 +y2 +z2 =
1}, which is rotating constantly, see Figure 2 (top), and investigate the evolution of r ∈ TS within an instantaneous
force-free transport equation similar to the example of the stretching spheroid above. We realize a Lagrangian observer
for t ≥ 0 by the single patch parametrization
Zm(t, y1m, y
2
m) =
sin y
1
m cos(y
2
m + 2pit)
sin y1m sin(y
2
m + 2pit)
cos y1m
 ∈ R3 ,
where y1m ∈ [0, pi] is the latitude and y2m ∈ [0, 2pi) the longitude coordinate, i. e. the orbital period is 1 unit of time. This
is a rigid body motion, where the rate of deformation ∂tgi j vanish, i. e. the tensor fieldBm = − rot vm2  = −2pi cos y1m is
antisymmetric and hence both convected and the Jaumann transport equations are equal. The solution of L]r = L[r =
Jr = 0 for r = TS and r|t=0 = r0 ∈ TS|t=0 is ri = ri0 w. r. t. the considered Lagrangian observer frame. The solution
for the material transport equation [r˙]i = ∂tri − 2pi cos y1m ij r j = 0 is
r = cos
(
2pit cos y1m
)
r0 − sin
(
2pit cos y1m
)
(∗r0) =
cos
(
2pit cos y1m
)
r10 + sin
(
2pit cos y1m
)
sin(y1m)r
2
0
− sin(2pit cos y1m)sin y1m r
1
0 + cos
(
2pit cos y1m
)
r20

TS
,
i. e. the vector field circulates in the tangential plane, clockwisely at the upper and counterclockwisely at the lower
hemisphere. This is the solution of a field of Foucault pendula, see [22], where r represent the swing direction with a
consistently chosen orientation. Note that all four transport equations preserve the length of the initial solution. For
the convected solutions this is a consequence of the rigid body motion. The material transported solution does not
preserve the angular to latitudes or longitudes, contrary to the other three solutions, see Figure 2. Nevertheless, the
material transported vector field experiences less directional changes w. r. t. the embedding space.
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Figure 2: (top) Rotating SphereS at times t = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, its rotational invariant velocity fieldVm and vector fields r force-free transported
w. r. t. upper-convected, lower-convected, Jaumann and material derivative. The upper-convected, lower-convected and Jaumann transported vector
fields are equal. The perspective rotate consistently with the rotation of the sphere, s. t. the observed material points stay in front. The initial
condition is r0 = 1√2 [−1,
1
sin y1m
]′TS|t=0 w. r. t. Lagrangian observer Parametrization Zm. (bottom) Corresponding cosine of angle φ
2(r) to the
latitudes on one hemisphere, where φ2(r0) = pi4 holds. Single latitudes used in the top image are emphasized here. Especially blue lines represent
30 degree geographical latitude, where the material transported vector field needs two fully rotations of the sphere for one fully rotation in the
tangent plane.
8.4. Force-free transport of instantaneous vector fields on a helically stretching spheroid
We consider a spheroid S as in subsection 8.2, but with a helically stretch, s. t. every material particle carries out
a uniform helical motion and corresponding single patch Lagrangian observer parametrization
Zm(t, y1m, y
2
m) =
sin y
1
m cos(y
2
m + 2pit)
sin y1m sin(y
2
m + 2pit)
(1 + t) cos y1m
 ∈ R3 , (23)
where y1m ∈ [0, pi] is the latitude and y2m ∈ [0, 2pi) the longitude coordinate, see Figure 3. Basically, this is an orthogonal
superposition of the motions in subsection 8.2 and subsection 8.3. Since the rotational part is a rigid body motion, the
instantaneous force-free transported vector field r ∈ TS is equal to the solutions on a pure stretching spheroid sub-
section 8.2 w. r. t. convected time derivatives including Jaumann derivative. The behavior of the material transported
vector field is not equally easy to obtain. The transport equation reads
∂tri +
(1 + t) sin2 y1m
1 + t(2 + t) sin2 y1m
δi1r
1 − 2pi cos y
1
m√
1 + t(2 + t) sin2 y1m
 ij r
j = 0 , r|t=0 = r0 ∈ TS|t=0 . (24)
Our ansatz is a tangential clockwise circulation of the Jaumann solution rJ := [
r10√
1+t(2+t) sin2 y1m
, r20]
′
TS (22), i. e.
r = cos
(
2pi fy1m (t)
)
rJ − sin
(
2pi fy1m (t)
)
(∗rJ) , fy1m (0) = 0 . (25)
Applying (25) on (24) gives an ODE in fy1m , that and its solution yield
f ′y1m (t) =
cos y1m√
1 + t(2 + t) sin2 y1m
, fy1m (t) = cot y
1
m ln
(1 + t) sin y1m +
√
1 + t(2 + t) sin2 y1m
1 + sin y1m
. (26)
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Figure 3: (top) Helically stretching spheroid S at times t = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1 and vector fields r force-free transported w. r. t. upper-convected,
lower-convected, Jaumann and material derivative. The perspective rotate consistently with the rotation of the sphere, s. t. the observed material
points stay in front. The initial condition is r0 = 1√2 [−1,
1
sin y1m
]′TS|t=0 w. r. t. Lagrangian observer Parametrization Zm. (bottom left) Corresponding
cosine of angle φ2(r) to the latitudes only for the material transported vector field on lower hemisphere for 0 ≤ t ≤ 10, where φ2(r0) = pi4 holds.
The other three solutions are corresponding to the stretching spheroid in Figure 1. Single latitudes used in the top image are emphasized here.
Especially blue lines represent 30 degree geographical latitude and we mark the times t0 = 0 at the beginning, t1 ≈ 1.53 of tangential half- and
t2 ≈ 5.08 of full-circulation. (bottom right) Opposite views of lower hemisphere at times t0, t1, t2, the trajectory of one material particle (dark blue)
at 30 degree geographical latitude (light blue) for t0 ≤ t ≤ t2 and the evolution of the material and Jaumann transported vector there. At times t2α
of tangential full-circulations both vectors are equal, whereas at times t2α+1 of tangential half-circulations they have different signs for α ∈ N.
We observe that the time depending behavior of fy1m is qualitatively the inverse hyperbolic sine almost everywhere
instead of a linear function as in subsection 8.3. For instance, at 30 degree geographical latitude, i. e. y1m =
pi
2 ± pi6 ,
the time for the αth tangential half-circulation, is tα = 1√3 sinh(
√
3
2 α + ln(2 +
√
3)) − 1, instead of tα = α on the pure
rotating sphere. However, similarly to the former example section the material transported vector field minimize the
directional change w. r. t. embedding space. See Figure 3 for an example.
9. 2-tensor fields
The reasoning for spacetime 2-tensor fields are similar to those for vector fields in section 8. We merely summarize
the conversions between the spacetime 2-tensor spaces ST2S, T2M and T2R4|M, that is
r = JRK = srττ rτSrSτ rSS
{
=
t
Rtt
{
Rt j + Rttv j
}{
Rit + Rttvi
} {
Ri j + R jtvi + Ritv j + Rttviv j
}| ∈ ST2S
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R = JrK−1 =  Rtt
{
Rt j
}{
Rit
} {
Ri j
}
T2M
=
[
rττ rτS − rττv
rSτ − rττv rSS − rSτ ⊗ v − v ⊗ rτS + rττv ⊗ v
]
T2M
=
[
Rtt Rt j∂ jZ + RttV
Rit∂iZ + RttV Ri j∂iZ ⊗ ∂ jZ + Rit∂iZ ⊗ V + Rt jV ⊗ ∂ jZ + RttV ⊗ V
]
T2R4 |M
=
[
rττ rτS + νrττN
rSτ + νrττN rSS + νrSτ ⊗ N + νN ⊗ rτS + ν2rττN ⊗ N
]
T2R4 |M
with surface tensor fields rττ ∈ T0S, rτS, rSτ ∈ TS and rSS ∈ T2S. The considered time derivatives are the material
derivative ∇τmR, upper-upper convected derivativeL]]τmR = ∇τmR−(∇τm)R−R(∇τm)T , lower-lower convected derivative
L[[τmR = ∇τmR + (∇τm)T R + R(∇τm), upper-lower convected derivative L][τmR = ∇τmR − (∇τm)R + R(∇τm), lower-upper
convected derivative L[]τmR = ∇τmR + (∇τm)T R − R(∇τm)T and Jaumann derivative 12 (L]]τmR + L[[τmR) in T2M. The
associated derivatives in ST2S are determined by Theorem 3 and Theorem 5.
Conclusion 7. For spacetime tensor fields r = J rττ rτSrSτ rSS K ∈ ST2S the material dm , Jaumann j , upper-upper convected
l]] , lower-lower convected l[[, upper-lower convected l][and lower-upper convected derivative l[] : ST2S → ST2S are
dmr =
s
r˙ττ + 2ζνν˙rττ + ζν 〈bm, rSτ + rτS〉T2S r˙τS + ζνν˙rτS + ζνrTSSbm − νrττbm
r˙Sτ + ζνν˙rSτ + ζνrSSbm − νrττbm r˙SS − νrSτ ⊗ bm − νbm ⊗ rτS
{
,
jr =
t
r˙ττ + 2ζνν˙rττ +
ζ
2
〈
L]vm, rSτ + rτS
〉
T2S JrτS + ζνν˙rτS +
ζ
2 r
T
SS L
]vm − rττ2 L]vm
JrSτ + ζνν˙rSτ + ζ2 rSS L
]vm − rττ2 L]vm JrSS − 12 rSτ ⊗ L]vm − 12 L]vm ⊗ rτS
|
,
l]]r =
s
r˙ττ L]rτS − rττ L]vm
L]rSτ − rττ L]vm L]]rSS − rSτ ⊗ L]vm − L]vm ⊗ rτS
{
,
l[[r =
t
r˙ττ + 4ζνν˙rττ + ζ
〈
L]vm, rSτ + rτS
〉
T2S L
[rτS + 2ζνν˙rτS + ζrTSS L
]vm
L[rSτ + 2ζνν˙rSτ + ζrSS L]vm L[[rSS
|
,
l][r =
t
r˙ττ + 2ζνν˙rττ + ζ
〈
L]vm, rτS
〉
T2S L
[rτS
L]rSτ + 2ζνν˙rSτ + ζrSS L]vm − rττ L]vm L][rSS − L]vm ⊗ rτS
|
,
l[]r =
t
r˙ττ + 2ζνν˙rττ + ζ
〈
L]vm, rSτ
〉
T2S L
]rτS + 2ζνν˙rτS + ζrTSS L
]vm − rττ L]vm
L[rSτ L[]rSS − rSτ ⊗ L]vm
|
with scalar time derivatives, see (21), instantaneous vector time derivatives listed in Conclusion 6 and instantaneous
material r˙SS, Jaumann JrSS, upper-upper convected L]]rSS, lower-lower convected L[[rSS, upper-lower convected
L][rSS and lower-upper convected derivative L[]rSS
[r˙SS]i j = ∂tr
i j
SS +
[
∇urSS +BrSS + rSSBT
]i j
,
JrSS = r˙SS − rot vm2 (∗1rSS + ∗2rSS) = r˙SS −
1
2
(
∇vm − (∇vm)T
) (
rSS + rTSS − (tr rSS) IdS
)
,[
L]]rSS
]i j
= ∂tr
i j
SS +
[
∇urSS − (∇u) rSS − rSS (∇u)T
]i j
=
[
r˙SS −BmrSS − rSSBTm
]i j
,[
L[[rSS
]
i j
= ∂t [rSS]i j +
[
∇urSS + (∇u)T rSS + rSS (∇u)
]
i j
=
[
r˙SS +BTmrSS + rSSBm
]
i j
,[
L][rSS
]i
j
= ∂t [rSS]i j + [∇urSS − (∇u) rSS + rSS (∇u)]i j = [r˙SS −BmrSS + rSSBm]i j ,[
L[]rSS
] j
i
= ∂t [rSS]
j
i +
[
∇urSS + (∇u)T rSS − rSS (∇u)T
] j
i
=
[
r˙SS +BTmrSS − rSSBTm
] j
i
in T2S, where bm = ∇ν + IIvm, Bm = ∇vm − νII B = ∇v − νII, [∗1rSS]i j = − ik rk jSS and [∗2rSS]i j = − jk rikSS.
The instantaneous time derivatives give an observer-independent instantaneous rate for rSS ∈ T2S w. r. t. in-
stantaneous 2-tensor fields r =
q 0 0
0 rSS
y
. If we consider rSS as e. g. Cauchy (instantaneous) stress tensor, i. e.
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Figure 4: Helically stretching spheroid S at times t = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1 and tensor fields q force-free transported w. r. t. different derivatives.
The perspective rotate consistently with the rotation of the sphere, s. t. the observed material points stay in front. The initial condition is the
Q-tensor field q0 = ρ|t=0(r0) with eigenvector r0 = 1√2 [−1,
1
sin y1m
]′TS|t=0 w. r. t. Lagrangian observer Parametrization Zm, i. e. q
11
0 = q
22
0 = 0 and
q120 = q
21
0 = − 1sin y1m . Tensors are depicted as rectangular tensor glyphs, where the diagonals are along the eigenvectors and scaled by absolute
value of corresponding eigenvalues. As a consequence Q-tensors appear as squares. Since the special choice of initial condition, the transported
tensor fields w. r. t. L]] and L[[ fulfill condition (27) and hence stay Q-tensor fields metastably, cf. [24], beside as it is for the Jaumann and material
transported Q-tensor fields generally. The angles between eigenvectors and the latitudes corresponding to the considered vector fields in former
examples, see Figure 1 (Jr = 0 for Jq = 0, L]]q = 0, L[[q = 0; L
]
r = 0 for L][q = 0; L
[
r = 0 for L[]q = 0) and Figure 3 (r˙ = 0 for q˙ = 0).
Though the eigenvalues w. r. t. the four convected derivatives are incompatible with ‖r‖ for corresponding transported vector fields.
rSS ∈ Sym2S := T2S/T , the space of symmetric tangential 2-tensors fields, then JrSS ∈ Sym2S is the Jaumann
rate, L]]rSS ∈ Sym2S the Oldroyd rate and L[[rSS ∈ Sym2S the Cotter-Rivlin rate, see e. g. [23].
9.1. Force-free transport of instantaneous Q-tensor fields on a helically stretching spheroid
We consider the same moving spheroid as in subsection 8.4 with Lagrangian observer parametrization (23).
However, instead of instantaneous vector fields we are interested in transport of so-called instantaneous Q-tensors
QS ⊂ T2S. They are trace-free and symmetric 2-tensors on the surface, i. e. QS := {q ∈ SymS | tr q = 0}. The
perk of considering Q-tensor fields is their comparability to vector fields TS. Both are two-dimensional vector spaces
pointwisely, though they are not isomorphic. Observing the surjection ρ : TS → QS with ρ(r) = 2‖r‖ (r ⊗ r − ‖r‖
2
2 IdS),
we deduce that q = ρ(r) holds if r is the eigenvector to eigenvalue ‖r‖ of q and hence ρ(−r) = ρ(r) is valid. Therefore
if vector fields in TS are representing polar vector fields with tangential 2pi-periodicity, than we would call Q-tensor
fields a representation of apolar vector fields with tangential pi-periodicity. Based on this semantic interconnection we
are able to investigate consistencies between force-free transport of Q-tensor fields and vector fields in subsection 8.4.
Unfortunately, all kernels of convected instantaneous time derivatives L]], L[[, L][ and L[] are not laying in QS only.
Considering the initial solution q0 ∈ QS|t=0, the first two only guarantee symmetric solutions and the last two trace-
free solutions. For instance, the solution of L]]q = 0 has to fulfill ddt tr q = 0 in order that q ∈ QS is valid. Hence by
metric compatibility, this condition reads
0 =
d
dt
tr q = tr q˙ = tr
(
L]]q +Bmq + qBTm
)
=
〈
Bm +BTm, q
〉
T2S , (27)
which can only been implemented generally if the rate of deformation tensor is a multiple of the identity IdS, e. g. for
an uniformly expanding surface. However, for the considered spheroid in Lagrangian coordinates, we deduce from
(27) the condition 0 = q11 = [q0]11 and
(
[r0]1
)2
=
(
[r0]2
)2
sin2 y1m if q0 = ρ|t=0(r0), see e. g. Figure 4. For L[[q = 0 we
get the same condition. Similarly to the trace, anti-symmetry is a scalar valued measurement on surface 2-tensors and
can be defined by 〈·, 〉T2S = tr ◦∗1 : T2S → R. Since the instantaneous material time derivative is also compatible
with the Levi-Civita tensor, i. e. ˙ = 0, we obtain the condition 0 = ddt 〈q, 〉T2S = 〈q˙, 〉T2S to ensure a symmetric
solution for transport equations and symmetric initial tensor fields. The solutions of the upper-upper and lower-lower
convected transport equations operate this obviously. However, this is not true for L][q = 0 generally, since
0 =
d
dt
〈q, 〉T2S = 〈q˙, 〉T2S =
〈
L][q +Bmq − qBm, 
〉
T2S =
〈
∗1Bm + ∗2Bm, qT
〉
T2S = −2 〈piQSBm, ∗1q〉T2S , (28)
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where piQS : T2S → QS is the unique defined orthogonal Q-tensor projection. Note that we used in the last identity
that ∗1 ◦ ∗1 = − IdS and (∗1 ◦ ∗2)(·) = tr(·) IdS −(·)T holds. Especially at the considered moving spheroid we deduce
from (28) that 0 = q12 = [q0]
1
2 and 0 = [r0]
1[r0]2 respectively, if q|t=0 = q0 = ρ(r0) ∈ QS|t=0 and r0 ∈ TS|t=0.
For L[]q = 0 we get the same condition. Eventually, by lack of generality, these four convected derivatives are not
recommended to apply untreated in a theory using apolar vector fields on a moving surface. For q˙ = 0 conditions (27)
and (28) are fulfilled obviously. For the Jaumann transport Jq = 0, we have to show that 0 = 〈∗1q + ∗2q, IdS〉T2S and
0 = 〈∗1q + ∗2q, 〉T2S holds, ultimately if rot vm is not vanishing everywhere at all times. But this is generally true,
since ∗1q + ∗2q ∈ QS is valid for all q ∈ T2S, and IdS, as well as , lays orthogonal to QS in T2S. Moreover, the
solution of both apolar transport equations are consistent to their polar counterpart, i. e.
∀r|t=0 = r0 ∈ TS|t=0, q|t=0 = q0 = ρ|t=0(r0) ∈ QS|t=0 : q˙ = 0⇔ r˙ = 0 and Jq = 0⇔ Jr = 0 (29)
with solutions r ∈ TS and q = ρ(r) ∈ QS. The reverse directions can easily be seen by calculating ˙
︷ ︷
ρ(r) or Jρ(r),
respectively, since all summands are containing r˙ or Jr, respectively. For the forward direction, we use the identities
qr = ‖r‖r and q(∗r) = −‖r‖(∗r). This yields ‖r‖r˙ = qr˙ − 〈r,r˙〉TM‖r‖2 r or ‖r‖Jr = qJr −
〈r,Jr〉TM
‖r‖2 r, respectively. By testing
these equations out with the orthogonal system {r, ∗r} we obtain that r˙ = 0 or Jr = 0, respectively, is valid. As a
consequence in the present example of moving spheroid, there is an one-to-one correspondence w. r. t. the results of
subsection 8.4 up to sign, see e. g. Figure 3 in connection with Figure 4.
We still give a full summary of the tensor-valued results on the spheroid. For initial condition
q|t=0 =
[
α0 sin2 y1m β0
β0 −α0
]
T2S|t=0
∈ QS|t=0 with α0 =
(
[r0]1
)2 − ([r0]2)2 sin2 y1m
‖r0‖ sin2 y1m
, β0 =
2[r0]1[r0]2
‖r0‖ ,
where r0 ∈ TS|t=0, and the component g11 = 11+t(2+t) sin2 y1m of the inverse metric tensor, we conclude that
L]]q = 0 ⇒ q =
[
α0 sin2 y1m β0
β0 −α0
]
T2S
∈ Sym2S , L[[q = 0 ⇒ q =
[
(g11)2α0 sin2 y1m g
11β0
g11β0 −α0
]
T2S
∈ Sym2S ,
L][q = 0 ⇒ q =
[
g11α0 sin2 y1m β0
g11β0 −α0
]
T2S
∈ TFS , L[]q = 0 ⇒ q =
[
g11α0 sin2 y1m g
11β0
β0 −α0
]
T2S
∈ TFS ,
Jq = 0 ⇒ q =
g11α0 sin2 y1m √g11β0√g11β0 −α0

T2S
∈ QS , q˙ = 0 ⇒ q = ΩqJΩT ∈ QS ,
=: qJ , Ω = cos(2pi fy1m ) IdS + sin(2pi fy1m ) ∈ SOS ,
where the time depending function fy1m is given in (26), TFS := {q ∈ T2S | tr q = 0} is the space of trace-free tensor
fields and SOS := {q ∈ T2S | qqT = IdS and det q = 1} is the space of tangential rotation tensor fields. An example
of these solutions can be seen in Figure 4.
10. Discussion
We developed various time derivatives for n-tensor fields on a moving surface. Fundamentally, they are based on
the assumption of a curved classical Newtonian spacetime providing arbitrary observers. Using a (2+1)-dimensional
Ricci calculus, the time derivatives are observer-invariant by construction. We translated these descriptions of time
derivatives into a 2-dimensional instantaneous calculus without loss of information, s. t. we are able to use common
time-depending surface calculus independently of the choice of an observer. This brings us in a comfortable situation
to develop time-discrete schemes, which can be handled with established numerical tools. Note that identifying
the observer velocity as mesh velocity w. r. t. an instantaneous discretization, we inevitably end up in an Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method on surfaces, see e. g. [25] for finite element discretizations of some applications
on fluid interfaces. Moreover Proposition 4 gives us the opportunity for an embeddedR3 Euclidean calculus to express
time derivatives and to discretize them, see [6, 7].
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We want to point out that though we calculate the spacetime observer metric tensor η = η(g, ν2, v) (2) from time-
depending surface quantities, also the inverse is true, i. e. equivalently, if we have a given spacetime observer metric we
can calculate g, ν2 and v from it as well. This makes ν2 to an intrinsic scalar quantity from the perspective of spacetime,
where the square reflects the invariance of the orientation of the normals, wich are extrinsic. More surprisingly, the
tensor quantity νIIi j = 12 (vi| j +v j|i−∂tgi j) is also an intrinsic quantity, i. e. it does not depend on a spacetime embedding.
Hence an inhabitant of a moving surface is able to sense the shape of its world up to scalar scaling as long as ν2 , 0
holds. Note that, throughout the spacetime calculus, the shape-operator has always the prefactor of normal velocity.
In conclusion, though we use quantities known for their extrinsic origin in spatial differential geometry, the presented
spacetime calculus is entirely intrinsic.
In section 8 the focus was on vector fields. We calculated the material time derivative applying on the material
direction, as an example of a non-instantaneous vector field, and referred this to the tangential and normal material
acceleration, which can be used as inertia term in observer-invariant Navier-Stokes equations on free surfaces concern-
ing the change of kinetic energy, see [21]. We discussed the transport of instantaneous vector fields, e. g. polar fields,
on moving spheroids in absence of any forces. The results are fairly intuitive and give anticipations of the choice of
time derivatives in a modeling process for instantaneous vector quantities. If we reduce the problem formulation to a
mechanical system and assume that pointwisely every vector quantity can be seen as an arrow on a frictionless bearing
located at the foot, than we can advocate to use the material derivative as long as the arrows belongs to a mass, i. e.
there exists a kind of inertia along the arrow, s. t. directional changes tend to be minimized. In contrast, if the ”arrow
quantity” does not correlate with a mass, e. g. possible statistical directional quantities, then the Jaumann derivative
is recommended. The upper convected derivative could be useful for vector field quantities, which are adjacent to the
material or describing the material itself, s. t. the vector field tend to be “frozen” in the material flow and hence obey
every material motion including stretching and compression in absence of any opposite forces. Basically, the lower
convected derivative yields a similar behavior, but for covector fields, e. g. if the considered quantity is used for linear
mappings (TS → R) = (TS)∗  T1S pointwisely. Another decision guidance is the algebraic closeness of the inverse
derivative concerning the solution of a PDE containing an observer-invariant time derivative w. r. t. subspaces of vector
fields. For instance, the kernels of upper and lower convected derivatives on directional fields, which are normalized
vector fields, obviously do not lay in the space of directional fields generally. Therefore convected derivatives should
not be used untreated in this situation. Similar conclusions arise for 2-tensor fields, which we approached in section 9.
Here we investigated Q-tensor fields as a linear subbundle in general and on a moving spheroid. This restriction also
exposed a violation of algebraic closeness w. r. t. to the kernel of convected time derivatives and hence should only
used carefully. Also here applies that the choice of time-derivative depends on specific modeling aspects. Q-tensor
fields are chosen because they allow a direct comparison with vector fields discussed above. Here we anticipate a
similar behavior of polar (common vector fields) and apolar (Q-tensor fields) vector fields, which is only be fulfilled
by the material and Jaumann time derivative. The situation is much more complex for general instantaneous 2-tensor
fields, were we can also guarantee that the eigensystem and transport equation commute for material and Jaumann
derivative only, i. e. for q ∈ T2S, qrα = λαrα ∈ TS and α = 1, 2 holds q˙ = 0, or Jq = 0, respectively, if λ˙α = 0
and r˙α = 0, or Jrα = 0, respectively. However, w. r. t. convected derivatives, the solutions of instantaneous force-
free transport equation cannot be predicted by the tensor field eigensystem so easily. For this purpose we provide
an application in [24], where the reader can experiment with and is encourage to test several initial conditions and
eigensystem behaviors on a helical stretching spheroid. The initial setting is the one in Figure 4. The reader need the
free Wolfram CFD Player [26], version 12.0.0 is recommended.
For establishing force-free transport equations on instantaneous tensors fields we only exerted the pure instanta-
neous part of the spacetime equation. We did that for practical reasons mainly, since the restriction of the solution
to instantaneous tensor field would overdetermine the system generally, i. e. there are more equations than degrees of
freedom. Maybe we can interpret the additional equations as kind of pseudo-forces depending of the instantaneous
quantity of interest and given by restriction. For instance, on vector fields r ∈ TS yields r˙ = 0 ⇔ dmJ0, rK′ =q
ζν 〈bm, r〉TS , 0
y′ ∈ STS for equal initial solutions, where 〈bm, r〉TS = ∇rν + II(vm, r) = 〈∇rVm, N〉TR3 |S could be
read as a mechanism forcing the spacetime vector field to be maintained instantaneous. Note that only the pure
upper-convected derivative l]
n
yields vanishing non-instantaneous components on instantaneous tensor fields. Beside
velocity vector fields, we discussed only instantaneous tensor fields in the example sections, thought we think that
also less restrictive spacetime tensor fields could be applicable, e. g. Newtonian spacetime surface equivalents of the
four-momentum or electromagnetic field tensor.
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We developed the convected time derivatives by the incompatibility of musical isomorphisms [ and ] for the
spacetime Lie-derivative. There is at least another set of incompatible isomorphisms, which are compatible for the
material derivative though. This are the Hodge isomorphisms, a generalization of the well-known Hodge isomorphism
on differential forms, see [19, Ch. 6], i. e. antisymmetric tensor fields in alternative terms. For instance, the Hodge
isomorphism ~ : T2M→ ASym31,2M on spacetime 2-tensor fields, where ASym31,2M = {R ∈ T3M | RIJK = −RJIK}
holds, yields [~Q]IJK = − IJL QLK and [~−1R]IJ = − 12  IKLRKLJ with spacetime Levi-Civita tensor field  ∈ T3M.
Hence l◦ :=
r
~−1 L[[](~ J·K−1)z : ST2S → ST2S gives the Truesdell derivative on moving surfaces with l◦q =
l]]q + (div vm − ν tr II + ζνν˙)q.
The general proceeding in this paper is not restricted to embedding a 3-dimensional Riemannian spacetime mani-
fold into a 4-dimensional Euclidean space. It could also be worthwhile to embed a m-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian
spacetime manifold into a M-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold with M > m, e. g. the vacuum solution of
Einsteins equation, a 4-dimensional Lorentzian manifold, embedded into canonical space, a 5-dimensional pseudo-
Riemannian manifold with vanishing Ricci curvature and the index of the metric tensor is 1 ± 1 depending on the
cosmological constant, see e. g. [27]. Thought we are faced with possible new issues, which need attention, e. g.
dealing with singularities, higher dimensional co-normal space, i. e. ν is not longer a scalar field, no absolute time,
i. e. observer-invariant instantaneous spaces cannot be considered as Newtonian slices in spacetime.
Appendix A. Shuffles
In this paper shuffles come in handy for clear distinctions between transversal and instantaneous behaviors. Shuf-
fles are permutations in Sn defined by
Shnα := {σ ∈ Sn | σ(1) < . . . < σ(α) and σ(α + 1) < . . . σ(n)}
for all 0 ≤ α ≤ n, see [19, Ch. 6.1]. Syntactically, we write either
σ =
(
σ(1) . . . σ(α)︸          ︷︷          ︸
transversal
| σ(α + 1) . . . σ(n)︸               ︷︷               ︸
instantaneous
)
or σ = Λnα(σ(1)) . . .Λ
n
α(σ(n)) with word Λ
n
α := τ . . . τ︸︷︷︸
α-times
S . . .S︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−α)-times
.
In the first notation, the front entries concern transversal parts and the rear entries instantaneous parts, whereas the
character τ stands for a transversal part and S for an instantaneous part in the latter notation. For σ ∈ Sh52 we write
σ = (3 5 | 1 2 4) = SSτSτ for instance. We describe the one pure instantaneous shuffle as Sn := (| 1 . . . n) ∈ Shn0.
The identity shuffle Idnα := (1 . . . α | α + 1 . . . n) is justified by Idnα = σ−1 ◦ σ formally, despite the fact that the
permutation σ−1 is not a shuffle for all shuffles σ ∈ Shnα generally. Combinatorial reasoning gives that there exists
|Shnα | =
(
n
α
)
shuffles for fixed α. This yields the total amount of
∑n
α=0 |Shnα | = 2n. We can derive a shuffle from another
by converting the βth instantaneous part into transversal part for α > 0 and vice versa for α < n, namely
σβ :=
(
σ(1) . . . σ̂(β) . . . σ(α) | σ(α + 1) . . . σ(α + β− 1)σ(β)σ(α + β) . . . σ(n)
)
σβ :=
(
σ(1) . . . σ( β− 1)σ(α + β)σ( β) . . . σ(α) | σ(α + 1) . . . ̂σ(α + β) . . . σ(n)
) (A.1)
for σ ∈ Shnα, i. e. σβ ∈ Shnα−1, σβ ∈ Shnα+1, (σβ) β= σ and (σβ)
β
= σ respectively, since the partial shift results in
σβ(α+ β) = σ(β) and σβ( β) = σ(α+β) respectively. The example above would results in σ2 = (3 | 1 2 4 5) = SSτSS,
σ2 = (2 3 5 | 1 4) = SττSτ and (σ2)4 = (σ2)1 = σ. Note that the associated Hasse diagram to present all 2n shuffles
based on one of the two relations above yields a n-dimensional hypercube graph, similarly to power sets ordered by
inclusion. Occasionally, we filter the transversal components of σ ∈ Shnα within another shuffle σ˜ ∈ Shnα˜ off and
renumber the remaining elements with {1, . . . , n − α} by maintaining the order, i. e. σˇ := σ˜ \ σ|{1,...,α} ∈ Shn−ααˇ , which
is used to tagged by a vee-symbol on top. For instance, if σ˜ = (2 5 | 1 3 4) then our leading example above yields
σˇ = σ˜ \ {3 5} = (2 | 1 3) ∈ Sh31, where the remained 4 is renamed to 3. As a consequence it holds{
1 ≤ β ≤ n − α | (σ˜−1 ◦ σ)(α + β) ≤ α˜
}
=
{
1 ≤ β¯ ≤ n − α | σˇ−1(β¯) ≤ αˇ
}
.
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To express in words, these are all instantaneous indices w. r. t. σ, whose permuted elements are transversal in σ˜.
Especially for the example above, this set becomes {2}.
Once introduced we like to use the shuffles also for the shuffled flat operator [σ established in section 6. At this
for σ ∈ Shnα the α front elements indicate indices which stay up and the n − α rear elements advertise indices used
for lowering. Related to above we deploy the word Λnα := ] . . . ][ . . . [ for syntactical assignment, but for the operator
directly, i. e. [σ = Λnα(σ(1)) . . .Λ
n
α(σ(n)). Hence the leading example in this section becomes to [(3 5|1 2 4) = [[][].
Analogously to above we define [n := [Idn0 to purpose lowering all indices and ]
n := [Idnn in addition.
Appendix B. Linear mapping w. r. t. single dimensions of spacetime tensor fields
We consider in this section linear maps Q ·l : TnM → TnM, which afflicts only the l-th dimension of spacetime
n-tensors R ∈ TnM. Such an vector space endomorphism is fully determined by a 2-tensor field Q ∈ T2M and the
rule of calculation [Q ·l R]I1...In = QIlKRI1...Il−1KIl+1...In . We use the orthogonal decompositions R =
∑n
α˜=0
∑
σ˜∈Shnα Rσ˜
for Rσ˜ = Pσ˜ R ∈ P˜σM and Q = QSS + τ ⊗ QτS + (QSτ + Qτττ) ⊗ τ, as well as their pendants r = JRK ∈ STnS
and q = JQK ∈ ST2S, with proxy tensors rσ˜ = JRσ˜Kσ˜ ∈ Tn−α˜S and qσ˜ = JQσ˜Kσ˜ ∈ T2−α˜S for all appropriated σ˜.
Additionally, we write Rˆσ˜ = φσ˜Rσ˜ ∈ PSn−α˜M and Qˆσ˜ = φσ˜Qσ˜ ∈ PS2−α˜M, cf. (5). We observe that the image of Q ·l Rσ˜
have a very narrow image compared to TnM and the half of summands vanish according to the l-th dimension of Rσ˜
is either transversal or instantaneous.
The transversal case, where PS ·l Rσ˜ = 0 holds, yields[
Q ·
l
Rσ˜
]I1...In
=
1
ζ
(
QˆIσ˜(β)Sτ + Qˆτττ
Iσ˜(β)
)
τIσ˜(1) · · · τ̂Iσ˜(β) · · · τIσ˜(α˜) RˆIσ˜(α˜+1)...Iσ˜(n)σ˜
with a positive β˜ ≤ α˜ s. t. l = σ˜(β˜). Hence Q ·l Rσ˜ is only in P˜σβ˜M⊕ P˜σM ⊂ TnM and thus we have to consider two
cases of σ˜ which give non-vanishing JQ ·l Rσ˜Kσ ∈ Tn−αS for a fixed σ ∈ Shnα. This is on the one hand σ˜ = σ, which
results in JQ ·l RσKσ = qττζ ri1...in−ασ for β = β˜, i. e. l = σ(β). And on the other hand σ˜ = σβ with β= β˜, i. e. it holdsq
Q ·l Rσβ
y
σ
= 1
ζ
qiβSτr
i1...iˆβ...in−α
σβ and (σβ)
β
= σ for l = σβ( β) = σ(α + β).
The instantaneous case, where Pτ ·l Rσ˜ = 0 holds, yields[
Q ·
l
Rσ˜
]I1...In
=
([
QˆSS
]Iσ˜(α˜+β˜)
K
+ τIσ˜(α˜+β˜)
[
QˆτS
]
K
)
τIσ˜(1) · · · τIσ˜(α˜) RˆIσ˜(α˜+1)...Iσ˜(α˜+β˜−1)KIσ˜(α˜+β˜+1)...Iσ˜(n)σ˜
with a positive β˜ ≤ n− α˜ s. t. l = σ˜(α˜+ β˜). Hence Q ·l Rσ˜ is only in P˜σM⊕ P˜σ
β˜
M ⊂ TnM and thus we have to consider
two cases of σ˜ which give non-vanishing JQ ·l Rσ˜Kσ ∈ Tn−αS for a fixed σ ∈ Shnα. Once again one case is σ˜ = σ,
which gives JQ ·l RσKσ = [qSS]iβk ri1...iβ−1kiβ+1...in−ασ with β = β˜, i. e. l = σ(α + β). The other non-trivial case is σ˜ = σ˜β
with β= β˜, i. e. JQ ·l RσβKσ = [qτS]k ri1...i β−1ki β...in−ασβ , (σβ) β= σ and l = σβ(α + β) = σ(β).
Adding up these two times two cases yields JQ ·l RK = ∑nα˜=0 ∑σ˜∈Shnα JQ ·l RKσ eσ withs
Q ·
l
R
{
σ
=

[
qτS
]
k r
i1...i β−1ki β...in−α
σβ
+
qττ
ζ
ri1...in−ασ if ∃!β ≤ α : l = σ(β) ,[
qSS
]iβ
k r
i1...iβ−1kiβ+1...in−α
σ +
1
ζ
qiβSτr
i1...iˆβ...in−α
σβ if ∃!β ≤ n − α : l = σ(α + β) .
(B.1)
In preparation for convected derivatives section 6 we consider the sum
∑α˜
l=1 Q ·σ˜(l) R −
∑n
l=α˜+1 Q
T ·σ˜(l) R for a given
shuffle σ˜ ∈ Shnα˜. Obviously, all β = 1, . . . , n fulfill onetime one of the conditions in (B.1), hence it is also suitable to
sum over β instead l. By linearity of J·K and validity of qQTy = qTSSeSS + qSτeτS + qτSeSτ + qττeττ ∈ ST2S we justify
the following lemma.
Lemma 8. For σ˜ ∈ Shnα˜, Q ∈ T2M, R ∈ TnM, q = JQK = qSSeSS + qτSeτS + qSτeSτ + qττeττ ∈ ST2S and
r = JRK = ∑nα=0 ∑σ∈Shnα rσeσ ∈ STnS holdst
α˜∑
l=1
Q ·
σ˜(l)
R −
n∑
l=α˜+1
QT ·
σ˜(l)
R
|
=
n∑
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα
t
α˜∑
l=1
Q ·
σ˜(l)
R −
n∑
l=α˜+1
QT ·
σ˜(l)
R
|
σ
eσ =:
n∑
α=0
∑
σ∈Shnα
sσeσ ∈ STnS ,
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where sσ ∈ Tn−αS and
sσ =
α∑
β=1
({
+
−
} [
q{ τS
Sτ
}]
k
ri1...i
β−1ki β...in−α
σβ
{
+
−
}
qττ
ζ
ri1...in−ασ
) {
if (σ˜−1 ◦ σ)(β) ≤ α˜ ,
otherwise,
+
n−α∑
β=1


[
qSS
]iβ
k
− [qSS] iβk
 ri1...iβ−1kiβ+1...in−ασ
{
+
−
}
1
ζ
qiβ{Sτ
τS
}ri1...iˆβ...in−ασβ
 {if (σ˜−1 ◦ σ)(α + β) ≤ α˜ ,otherwise.
Appendix C. Spacetime and surface quantities
Appendix C.1. Tangential derivative of velocity
In this section we investigate the tangential derivative ∇tan, see e. g. [28], of a velocity field W ∈ TR3|S and
associate it with frequently used surface quantities b, bm ∈ TS and B,Bm ∈ T2S throughout this paper for either
W = V or W = Vm. The tangential derivative ∇tanW := (piS · ∇R3 |S)W = (∇R3W)|S · piS ∈ TR3|S is defined w. r. t.
tangential projection piS := IdR3 |S − N ⊗ N : TR3|S → TS, i. e. piS|TS = IdS. This means that ∇tanW is only right-
tangential. The left-tangential and -normal part can be calculated with aid of thin film coordinates in a vicinity of
S, see [29, 7], directly by evaluating
〈
∂ jW, ∂iZ
〉
TR3 |S for the tangential part and 〈∂iW, N〉TR3 |S for the normal part or
coordinate-free with only applying product rule. Ultimately, for W = w + νN and w ∈ TS, all the ways leads to
∇tanW = ∇w − νII + N ⊗ (∇ν + IIw)
=:
B + N ⊗ b if W = V (observer velocity)Bm + N ⊗ bm if W = Vm (material velocity) .
Hence, it holds Bi j =
〈
∂ jV, ∂iZ
〉
TR3 |S = vi| j − νIIi j and bi = 〈∂iV, N〉TR3 |S = ν|i + IIi jv
j w. r. t. observer velocity. The
same applies w. r. t. material velocity.
Appendix C.2. Rate of surface metric tensor
Actually, the rate of metric tensor ∂tgi j is twice the rate of observer deformation tensor, see e. g. [4]. A given
embedding of S under observer parametrization Z and Appendix C.1 leads to
∂tgi j =
〈
∂iV, ∂ jZ
〉
TR3 |S +
〈
∂iZ, ∂ jV
〉
TR3 |S = B ji + Bi j .
From this it follows for the inverse metric tensor gi j = gikgilgkl that
∂tgi j = 2∂tgi j + gikgil∂tgkl = −gikgil∂tgkl = −
(
B ji + Bi j
)
.
Appendix C.3. Acceleration
The observer acceleration is A := a+λN := ∂tV with tangential observer acceleration a ∈ TS and scalar-valued
normal observer acceleration λ ∈ T0S w. r. t. observer parametrization Z. By means of Appendix C.1, Appendix C.2
and orthogonality ∂tN⊥N, we calculate
ai = 〈A, ∂iZ〉TR3 |S = ∂tvi − vk 〈∂kZ, ∂iV〉TR3 |S − ν 〈N, ∂iV〉TR3 |S = ∂tvi −
[
BTv + νb
]
i
ai = ∂tvi + [Bv − νb]i
λ = 〈A, N〉TR3 |S = vk 〈∂kZ, N〉TR3 |S + ∂tν = ∂tν + 〈b, v〉TS .
We notice that the normal acceleration is observer dependent in contrast to normal velocity.
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Appendix C.4. Spacetime Christoffel symbols
Usually, Christoffel symbols are calculated by partial derivatives of the metric tensor η. For a given parametrization
X of the spacetime manifoldM it is easier to develop the Christoffel symbols of first kind by γIJK = 〈∂I∂JX, ∂KX〉R4
though. Using Appendix C.1 and Appendix C.3 leads to
γi jk =
〈
∂i∂ jZ, ∂kZ
〉
TR3 |S = Γi jk γi jt =
〈
∂i∂ jZ,V
〉
TR3 |S = Γi jkv
k + νIIi j
γitk = 〈∂iV, ∂kZ〉TR3 |S = Bki γitt = 〈∂iV,V〉TR3 |S = Bkivk + νbi
γttk = 〈A, ∂kZ〉TR3 |S = ak γttt = 〈A,V〉TR3 |S = 〈a, v〉TS + λν
up to symmetry in the two first indices. Rising rear indices, i. e. γtIJ = η
tKγIJK = ζ(γIJt − vkγIJk) and γlIJ = ηlKγIJK =
glkγIJk − vlγIJt, accomplish the Christoffel symbols of second kind
γti j = ζνIIi j γ
k
i j = Γ
k
i j − γti jvk
γtt j = ζνb j = ζν [∇ν + IIv] j γkt j = Bk j − γtt jvk = [∇v − νII]k j − γtt jvk
γttt = ζνλ = ζν
(
∂tν + 〈b, v〉TS
)
γktt = a
k − γtttvk = ∂tvk + [Bv − νb]k − γtttvk
up to symmetry in the lower indices.
Appendix C.5. Gradient of material direction
In this section, we determine the gradient ∇τm ∈ T11M of the material direction τm = [1,u]′T1M ∈ TM and its
orthogonal spacetime representation J∇τmK ∈ ST2S, where u = vm − v is the relative velocity. The calculations of the
components [∇τm]IK = ∂kτIm + γIKJτJm is very straightforward with Christoffel symbols in Appendix C.4 and leads to
[∇τm]tk = ζν [bm]k , [∇τm]ik =
[Bm − ζνv ⊗ bm]ik
[∇τm]tt = ζν
(
ν˙ + 〈bm, v〉TS
)
, [∇τm]it = ∂tvim +
[
L]uvm +Bmv − νbm − ζν
(
ν˙ + 〈bm, v〉TS
)
v
]i
,
where we used that b + IIu = bm, B +∇u = Bm, ∂tν + 〈b, vm〉TS = ν˙ + 〈bm, v〉TS, Bvm − νb = L]uvm +Bmv − νbm and
L]uvm = ∇uvm − ∇vmu. Rising the right-hand index gives
∇τm =
[
0 0
0 Bm
]
T2M
+ ζ
[
0
L]vm − νbm
]
T1M
⊗ τ + ζτ ⊗
[
0
νbm
]
T1M
+ ζ2νν˙τ ⊗ τ
with
[
L]vm
]i
= ∂tvim +
[
L]uvm
]i
. Ultimately, we deduce from this that
J∇τmK = BmeSS + ζ(L]vm − νbm)eSτ + ζνbmeτS + ζ2νν˙eττ . (C.1)
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